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Practical usage of Novell Access Rights at Sheffield University Networks 

 
 
 Note: In this document you may prefer to substitute folder for sub-directory as they both imply the same concept. 
 

 The philosophy of Novell access rights can be described as follows; 
 
Novell ‘or local hard-disk’ filestore structure can be conceived as an ‘upside-down’ tree where the top ‘or 

root’ directory (as in C:\ , M:\ or U:\) contains a set of sub-directories which in turn can contain sub-
directories to an arbitrary level.  

At the same time Novell users can be described as a collection of individual usernames (i.e. everyone’s 
usual network username) who may or may not belong to a number of user-groups. For example my 
username is cs1ds, which is unique, and I belong to the groups techserv and cics.  

Each Novell user has his/her own filestore area that is mapped onto the U: drive. By default, no one is 
allowed to access your files or directories kept under U: drive. 

Most users will also have access to a shared filestore area (usually mapped onto the M:\ drive), where they 
may have the rights to just read information from or create/delete/modify files/folders etc depending on their 
access-rights to that area.  

 
When we need to share information or collaborate with each other by being able to 

create/write/modify/delete files in the same area we have to consider the access-rights issues as described in 
this document.  
 
This document describes two typical scenarios of sharing information with other users.  
 

(1) Give access-rights to a sub-directory on my U: drive for a selected set of users. 
(2) Restrict/grant access-rights to a shared-area in M:\ drive. 

 
 
(1) Give access rights to a folder in my U: drive for a few selected users :  
 

Using windows explorer, or from within ‘My 
Computer’, right click on the directory/folder you 
want to give people rights to use and choose the 
Trustee Rights option of the menu as shown in 
figure 1.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
This should open you a window as you can see 
below in figure 2.   
 
 
 
 
Figure 1 
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The top area of this window displays the current 
trustees of this folder (honours) ‘if there are any’. 
At the moment it is blank as there have not yet been 
any trustees specifically defined for this folder. Here 
trustee implies user or user-group. 
  
 To give people rights to your directory folder you 
need to find their username from the list and add 
them to the trustee list.  Use the middle windows by 
clicking the + and – signs find the username of the 
person you want to add… you can find errwood 
usernames listed under shef then staff and then stf1, 
lightwood users listed under shef then staff then stf2, 
wintersett users under shef then staff then stf3, and 
yateholme users under shef then staff then stf4. 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2 
 

 
The next figure (figure 3) shows how I have made user 
cs1ac a trustee of the folder honours by selecting him 
and clicking on the add button. A reference to cs1ac 
now appears in the “Trustees” panel along with the 
default access rights given to him. The meaning of the 
rights R W E C M F A  
are self explanatory, just glance in the “Effective 
Rights” panel at the bottom of the window to remind 
yourself.   
The default rights the user is given is just R F which is 
Read and Filescan.  This is just enough to be able to see 
the files and read them, but not edit and save the 
changes.( i.e. JUST READ ACCESS ) . 
If you wish to grant them rights to make full use of the 
directory, i.e. read/write/delete etc. then you should 
allow RWECMF rights by ticking the appropriate 
boxes in the Trustees panel. 
 
 
Figure 3 
 

 
As a result of these actions user cs1ac will now be 
able to see the directory named honours and 
everything below that directory in my U: drive. If I 
had given him only R F rights he will be able to 
view the files and folders, but not be able to modify 
or delete them. On the other hand giving him 
RWECMF rights will give him as much rights as I 
have.  
  
Figure4 
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Having given him the access rights, all you need to do is to tell him how to reference that directory. 

In the case of your U: drive, “My Computer” window will 
have the sufficient information, for example in my case 
under the Network Drives U: drive is labelled as “Cs1ds 
on Bamford\Usr\Cs” and therefore the exact reference 
will be: \\Bamford\Usr\Cs\Cs1ds which could be typed 
into the ‘start’ – ‘run’ dialogue box to display the contents 
of that folder (figure 4 and figure 5). 
 
Figure5 
 

The user cs1ac could have also tried to locate this shared directory under my username via “My Network 
Places” >  Entire Network > Netware Services > Netware Servers > Bamford > Usr > Cs > Cs1ds, or could 
map a drive letter to that folder if frequent access is required. 
 
Notes:   

(a) Access to an individual file can be granted in the same manner we have shown here for a directory. 
This is done via right-clicking on a file, selecting properties and in the resulting window selecting 
the NetWare-Rights TAB.  However the nature of many programs is such that when you edit a 
file and save it, the file is actually deleted and a new one created, hence a loss of rights to the 
file takes place!  So this method is only useful for granting just R F access rights to a file, where 
there is no danger in losing those rights. 

(b) Revoking the rights we have just granted can be achieved by either removing the user from the 
trustees list by selecting the user in the “Trustees” panel and clicking “Remove” then “apply”, or by 
keeping the user still in the trustees list but removing his/her rights to it by unchecking the boxes  
corresponding to that user’s rights. As you will see later, the second method is preferred if the user 
has rights that have been inherited from a higher folder, and you just want to block them from 
flowing into one particular subfolder. 

 
What are “Inherited Rights”?  
 

If you inspect the Novell rights of a folder ‘or file’ as we have been doing above and find out that there 
are no “Trustees” associated with that object you would be wrong to think that no one can see those files! 
This is because the access-rights to an object is determined not by simply the trustee rights that are defined 
explicitly for that object ‘as we have done in the example above’ but also by trustee rights inherited from 
directories that contain that object ‘all the way to the root directory’.   The Novell philosophy of rights is one 
of ‘giving’  rather than ‘taking-away’ of rights as we traverse down the directory structure. Thus, if a user or 

a user-group has access-rights to a folder, then all 
the folders and sub-folders files etc. contained 
within it will also be accessible by that user or group 
of users. That is because the sub-objects ‘i.e. files 
and folder’ will have inherited the rights that are 
granted to the directories that contained them.  You 
can find out who really is still managing to see a file 
or folder by clicking on the “Inherited Rights and 
Filters”  button as shown in figures 1, 2 and 3.  
The resulting window (as shown in figure 6) will list 
the users and groups who can see your folder. 
Some of these users or groups will have been 
greyed-out which imply that you cannot remove the 
access-rights granted to those users.   
 
Figure 6  
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Although it may be possible to remove a trustee while on the “Inherited Rights and Filters” window, it is 
very strongly advised that you do not attempt this.  This is because it is not immediately obvious which 
other directories may also be affected by the change.  For instance, look at figure 6.  I may not want the 
group Techserv to have rights to my ‘Research Computing’ folder.  If it were not greyed out, I might be 
tempted to click the Techserv group and remove it.  However in doing this I would have also have affected 
other folders, since if you look at the window more carefully you can see the Techserv group had rights to 
SHARED:TECHSERV folder.  This means Techserv had rights to ‘Research Computing’ because it 
inherited them from a higher level, and by removing rights at the higher level it not only stops from flowing 
into the Research Computing, but also from the SHARED:TECHSERV folder and any subfolders too.  So 
by changing rights whilst looking at the Inherited Rights and Filters window I can affect lots of other 
folders at the same time!  
 
If you are unhappy about various users or groups having inherited access rights to a folder, you can remove 
access rights to those people or groups without having to remove them from the ‘Inherited Rights and 
Filters’ windows, but instead by adding them (with no rights!) to the trustee list as will be explained during 
the next example.  
  
 
(2) Restrict/grant access-rights to a shared-area in M:\ drive. 
 
 
Staff can obtain shared Novell file storage area for their project or departmental use. Normally such areas 
are mapped as M: network drives and access is granted to the appropriate group of users such as the whole 
department. Full rights for the control of access to this area are granted to a particular user who acts as the 
administrator.  The administrator can in turn, designate different access rights to different folders for 
different groups. For example one folder can be made “read-only” for the whole group, while another one is 
designated with full access rights to only a few selected members while the rest have only read access and so 
on. 
 
Giving access to extra groups and/or users 

 
  Here is a scenario where in the shared-area I am 
going to designate different folders with different 
access-rights. I have been given access rights to a 
folder in the shared drive under -
M:\TECHSERV\Research Computing 
 Figure 7 indicates that I (cs1ds) have most of the 
access rights including the A=Access Control rights. 
This means that as well as being able to make full 
use of this directory, I can also control access to it 
and all its subdirectories by designating trustees.  
 
It is likely that this directory will also be accessible 
to other users and groups of users due to the rights 
inherited through the directories that contain it. 
This can be investigated by clicking the “Inherited 
Rights and Filters” button as described during the 
previous example.  
      
 
 
 
Figure 7 
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I now want to change access rights to a sub-directory 
called “Green-Computing” under “Research 
Computing” so that people in my team, as well as in 
another team named “workshop” can make full use of 
that directory.   Figure 6 shows the way I can set these 
access rights for the user-group named Workshop, by 
selecting this group via the middle panel “Note the icon 

difference between groups and users” and clicking the add 
button By default only R and F access-rights are 
granted ‘as shown in figure 8’. If left as it is, users in 
the “Workshop” group will only have read access to 
any document under that directory. However, by 
clicking the appropriate boxes in the top panel more 
access rights can be granted to this group of people. We 
recommend that you select all except A if you wish to 
give them full rights. We do not recommend giving 
anyone A (access control) rights as that will allow that 
user to be able to grant access to anyone else.  
 
 
Figure 8 
 

 
 

At this point, you may ask, what about my own team?  
Well, if it is a shared area setup for your team they 
will already have access to this sub-directory 
inherited via the team-shared directory above. We can 
always check this by clicking on the Inherited Rights 
and Filters button. Figure 9 shows that 
Techserv.bamford group as well as Cics.bamford 
group have already have access rights to this directory 
via inheritance. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 9 

 
 
Taking away access rights from groups and/or users who have inherited rights. 
 
Taking away access rights to those who have been granted rights via the add button as shown in figure 6 is a 
trivial task. This action can be reversed by selecting the user or group in the top “trustees” panel and clicking 
the remove button just underneath it, then clicking apply.  However, taking away rights from groups/users 
who have inherited rights must be done much more carefully. This is because it will not be immediately 
obvious to you which other folders you might be affecting, that rely on the rights inheritance.  For this 
reason it is never a good idea to remove Trustees via the Inherited Rights and Filters window! 
 
But, here is a trick that should work: 
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Supposing I decided to restrict access rights to 
“Green-Computing” folder used in the above 
example so that my own team 
“Techserv.bamford.stf1” can no longer see that 
directory. This is where the intuition fails. Contrary 
to what you would think, I do not remove Techserv 
from the trustees list ‘remember this is very dangerous 
anyway’ but I actually add Techserv into the trustees 
list again (See figure 10). 
Having added Techserv group as a trustee, I can 
now take away as many rights from it as I like. This 
trick works because the actual trustee rights over-
ride the inherited rights. I have thus achieved the 
objective of taking away inherited rights.  With the 
setting as shown in figure 8, Techserv team 
members can only view files in the green-
computing directory but not modify them.   
 
Figure 10 

 
                              
 
 
Finally figure 11 shows even a stricter exclusion, whereby only a few individuals have been given access 
rights and anyone else in the Techserv team have no access rights to this directory at all. 

  
Note that in this example, if user cs1fc was also in 
the group Techserv, he/she would get RWCEMFA 
rights given to his/her username.  The group rights 
are overridden by the explicit user rights under all 
circumstances. 
 
In this same way you should never add yourself 
as a trustee to any folders or subfolders if you 
are the administrator.   Why? Remember our 
method for blocking inherited rights? If you add 
your own username then those rights will override 
any rights that might have otherwise been 
inherited from higher level folders, and if you give 
yourself fewer rights, you would no longer be able 
to administer the folder! 
 
 
Figure 11 
 

 
 
 
 


